
 

THE H&C NEWS 
June 2010 Quarterly Meeting 

Wednesday June 30th
  
 7.00 pm At GAZA Sports & Community Club, Corner of Main 
 North East Rd and Wellington St Klemzig. 
 
SSAA-H&C-ACTIVITY PROGRAM-2010   (VERSION 5 – 11/03/10) 
 
 
 
DATE               ACTIVITY                                                             COORDINATOR 
14 -17/06/10     Flinders RNP – Wildlife Surveys                                George S / DEH 
15/06/10           H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                        Council 
21 - 25/06/10    Dutchman Stern CP – cull                                          Kaz H 
30/06/10           H&C General Meeting 7pm at Gaza Comm Club      Council 
 
13/07/10           H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                        Council 
25/07/10           Range Day at Monarto – 10am – 4pm                        Council 
 
6 - 9/08/10        FFPP                                                                           Kaz H  
7 -13/08/10      Gawler RNP – cull                                                       Rick F 
17/08/10           H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                        Council  
21/ 08/10          SSAA State Meeting 12noon at CWA                        Council       
22 - 27/08/10    Vulkathunha-Gammon RNP – cull                             Gil H 
29/08/10           Range Day at NESSCI                                               George S 
 
04/09/10           Accreditation Course (theory )     Gil H 
14/09/10           H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                         Council 
22/09/10           H&C AGM 7pm at Gaza Comm Club                          Council 
 
11 - 15/10/10    Bimbowrie CR & Boolcoomatta – cull                          Phil J 
19/10/10           H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                          Council 
 
5 - 8/11/10       FFPP – cull                                                                    Kaz H  
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8 - 12/11/10     Dutchman Stern CP – cull                                             Kaz H 
13/11/10          Range Day at Monarto – 10am – 4pm                         Council 
16/11/10          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                        Council 
21 - 26/11/10   Vulkathunha-Gammon RNP – cull                               Gil H 
 
08/12/10          H&C General Meeting 7pm at Gaza Comm Club        Council 
11/12/10          SSAA State AGM 12noon at CWA                               Council 
14/12/10          H&C Council (meeting 7.00pm CWA)                          Council 
 
NB: - All cull dates cover shooting from first sunrise to last sunset excepting FFPP and PESTCAM 
which are from first sunset to last sunrise. 
 
OFF PROGRAM (IRREGULAR) ACTIVITIES – please check with Activity Coordinator for details 
before registering. 
 
Barossa/Hills – quick response/SA Water/Forestry SA          Graham H 8337 5388  
Fleurieu – Forestry SA                                                     Jim A 8390 1882 
Telowie/Burra/Redbanks                                              Shane F 8634 4362 
Everard/Thackaringa/Mantung                                                     Rick F 8447 6905 
Kangaroo Island                                                                         Jorge N 8357 0903 
Buckaringa / Kalamurina / Yookamurra                                      Mark P 8380 5336 
Midweek Range (Monarto)                                                      Graham H 8337 5388 
SA North-East private reserves & Corella culls                          Phil J  0408431750 
Lameroo District                                                                         Evan R 8764 2169 
Mt Brown CP                                                                      Rob & Sue S 8636 2691 
 
Every effort will be made not to make changes, but PLEASE CHECK ACTIVITY PROGRAM FOR 
UPDATES ON WEBSITE. (www.hunt-cons.asn.au ) 

ADELAIDE TARGET SHOOTERS’ CLUB SSAA (SA) Inc 
All shoots are at Monarto on the centre (200Yd) range 

All days are Saturday  

June   26th  Centrefire: 200Yd Score 

July   24th  Centrefire:  100& 200Yd practice/load development 
August  21st  Rimfire: 50 & 100Yd Score 
September  25th  Centrefire:  100 & 200Yd practice/load development 
October  23rd  Centrefire: 100Yd smallest group 
November  27th  Centrefire: 200Yd smallest group 
December  18th  Rimfire: 50 & 100Yd Novelty ** 

     ** With Xmas lunch supplied** 
H&C members are invited to attend shoots. Range fee is $12. To ensure that a scheduled shoot has not been cancelled 

due to inclement weather, contact Mike Sutherland, mikesuth@adam.com.au
 

Views expressed in this publication are those of the contributors only and do not necessarily represent the views 
of the Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia or its Hunting and Conservation Branch
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 Use it or lose it 

H&C Council, at its meeting of 20/4/10 discussed 
the issue of members not attending a field activity 
for a number of years and then going on a cull 
where their fading memory of what they learnt in 
accreditation course, could cause them to 
compromise their own safety as well as that of 
others.  
Just as doctors, lawyers, dentists, tradies, 
teachers and anyone else in responsible 
employment is expected to maintain and develop 
their skills, through ongoing training and constant 
application, it was felt so should H&C members 
who carry a responsibility for their own welfare and 
that of their companions when out in our often 
hostile environment  
The motion:  “Any member who has not 
participated in a field activity for a period of 3 years 
or more will be required to undertake an 
Accreditation Course (theory and marksmanship) 
before taking part in a field activity”, is an 
expression of Council’s duty of care to all 
members: to those who might have let their skill 
levels lapse and might suffer a mishap as a 
consequence, as well as to those who might have 
to support such a team member. 
George S for Council 
 
    Native bees 
If you’d like to see more native bees learn all about 
them at: 
http://www.aussiebee.com.au/
 
 Observation for Conservation 
What’s in a name? Is Hunting & CONSERVATION 
enough? Should we add OBSERVATION to our 
name as well? 
When on culls I not only look for the ferals 
hoovering up native vegetation, I take note of 
everything else around me, such as shrubs and 
trees in flower, grasses that have been grazed 
upon or that may be seeding. Around water I look 
for signs of tracks and scats. 
 If you check a water source on a daily basis, 
brush over what you see, fresh tracks the next day 
will tell you what is using the water as many 
animals are nocturnal, move about at night and 
are usually unseen, except for their tracks and 
scats. 
If attuned to your surroundings, you might see that 
for which you were unprepared. For instance, I 
saw once a wedge-tailed eagle take off from a 
hillside with an object in its talons. An inspection of 
where it took off from revealed the remains of a 
feral cat; a hind paw and part of the backbone and 
the fur; which I photographed, evidence that 

wedge-tailed eagles predate on cats. I wonder 
how often this happens? 
A comfortable feeling to know we have them on 
our side, helping conservation. 
Have you had similar experiences? Write them up 
for this newsletter. (Yes, do! Contact George S 
h&cnews@hunt-cons.asn.au) 
After February rains at Oraparinna, I noticed large 
numbers of Rainbow Bee-eaters over a wide area. 
Almost everywhere I heard or saw numerous 
birds, as they hawked flying insects. Their calls are 
unmistakeable. They nest in burrows, in creek-
banks, to a metre deep,. 
There is only one species of Bee-eater in 
Australia. These migrate south from the northern 
parts of Australia and Papua New Guinea. 
A member recently said: “I saw a bird. It looked 
like a white butterfly and had bright blue on it”.  
“Can you guess what it was?” 
I immediately knew from such a description that it 
could be only one bird, a male White-winged Blue 
Fairy-wren (Malurus leucopterus for the Pros]. 
These shy birds can be found in a habitat of low 
shrubs and grasses (Blue bush and Spinifex, 
Saltbush, marshy margins of salt lakes or cane 
grass.)  
A yet to be proven sighting from Wilkawillina 
Gorge, of a wren like bird, its description similar to 
that of a Mallee Emu-wren, if corroborated, is likely 
to cause the field guides to be rewritten. 
Over a period of three years I heard a kookaburra 
call in the Weetootla Gorge and in Balcanoona 
Creek near Hell’s Gate. Eventually I saw and 
photographed it, proving it does exist there. This is 
possibly a most Northerly sighting for this species. 
What other remote areas are you familiar with for 
this species? 
At the Onkaparinga Gorge cull we help to preserve 
an important breeding area for the Peregrine 
Falcon. I have seen and photographed them. Their 
call is unforgettable, particularly if they are 
breeding or have young. There are numerous 
honeyeaters in the area, as well as ravens and 
currawongs, to mention a few of the birds to be 
seen. For those interested in observation for 
conservation, I welcome you to contact me. I can 
provide a card with an S.A. Bird List. I’d be happy 
to organise a field day, for those interested. 
I began breeding cage birds at the age of twelve, 
with a pair of zebra finches; but after many years 
decided that I preferred to see them in the wild, 
and became an amateur ornithologist. 
A Field Guide with actual photographs is best for a 
beginner. Here are some I use: 
Photographic Field Guide - BIRDS of Australia - by 
Jim Flegg. 
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A Field Guide to the FLINDERS RANGES By 
David Corbett. 
A Field Guide to Australian Mammals – Tracks, 
Scats & Other Traces by Barbara Triggs (this book 
has much detail in regard to footprints, scats, & 
skeletons)  
Field Guide to Plants of Outback South Australia, 
by Frank Kutsche & Brendan Lay. 
 
The books above are my references when I am in 
the bush. I have many other reference books on 
my shelves as well. 
Sit quietly in the bush and the birds often come to 
you. Enjoy the bush. It’s the heritage we’re saving 
not only for future generations but also for our own 
enjoyment. 
J “Birdo” D.  
 
(Those who share John D’s joy in observing birds, 
might wish to consult the Onkaparinga River 
Reserve Bird List: 
http://www.communitywebs.org/OnkaparingaParks
/pdf_files/birdlist0909.pdf-ed. compiled by another 
observant H&C Member Tony B. – and visit 
http://Birdpedia.com/ - ed)  
 
Mining in the Northern Flinders Ranges
  
When on culls, the evening conversation 
sometimes turns to speculation about the history 
of the areas traversed during the day. Len W. 
often brings to camp books dealing with natural 
and man-made features in the landscape.  
His example has driven me to frequent op shops 
and second hand bookshops such as O’Connell’s 
in order to find some of the texts Len had brought 
to camp with him. 
However as texts dealing with specific parts of 
outback SA are often out of print, and if bought 
from a second hand book dealer often a little 
pricey, the website: 
http://www.southaustralianhistory.com.au/miningnfl
.htm will allow those interested a little research into 
the history of places we visit.  
The following is excerpted from the website: 
 
 Parachilna Ochre Mines 
The first mineral discovered, and mined in the 
Northern Flinders was the famous red ochre from 
the Parachilna area. Many Aborigines, especially 
members of the Dierie tribe of Central Australia, 
sought after this particular ochre. Tribal elders 
would send some of their younger members, with 
a message-stick and gifts to the Parachilna 
deposit and in return would seek permission from 
the local tribe to mine the ochre. 
 
On their way to the diggings, these early miners 
would brave many hardships such as heat, cold, 
lack of water, unfriendly tribes and shortage of 

food. If permission were obtained, they still had to 
mine this ochre, without pick and shovel, and carry 
it for hundreds of kilometres without the benefit of 
wheelbarrows used by later white miners. 
 
To do this they would carry a block of ochre to the 
nearest waterhole or spring, mix ochre and water 
into a paste and shape it again into a block, with a 
slight hollow at the bottom. They were then able to 
carry the ochre on their heads back to their own 
tribal area. It seemed worth all the effort, because 
this was considered the 'proper' ochre and far 
superior to deposits available at Mungerannie on 
the Birdsville Track or Lyndhurst, hundreds of 
kilometres closer to their homes. 
 
These ochre trips came to a sudden stop in 1863 
when the manager of Beltana Station shot three of 
the Aboriginal miners. Some reports state that as 
many as forty or fifty could have been killed. Very 
few Aboriginal miners travelled south after this 
incident..  
However, as late as 1950 the Beltana Paint Mine 
was worked spasmodically by a group of white 
miners who had again found use for it. 
George S 
 
         Q Fever 
In 2008 we were made aware of the importance of 
protecting ourselves against the effects of the 
disease known as Q Fever.  Newer members may 
not know of the disease and our risks associated 
with it, so we have reprinted the article from 2008 
below.  Any members wishing to follow up on the 
testing and vaccination can contact the Parade 
Medical Clinic, where Dr Yeung works.  He is 
accredited for the testing/vaccination for Q Fever.  
It can be quite an expensive procedure, but Dr 
Yeung keeps the cost to a minimum by “batching” 
patients.  The clinic’s phone number is 83641133 
 
"Don’t mess with Q Fever 
Q fever is a potentially very debilitating disease, 
very easily picked up by contacting fluid discharge 
from an infected animal. That discharge can be 
blood, saliva, abdominal fluid, urine or faeces, and 
the animal could be a sheep, cow, 
kangaroo/wallaby, dog, cat or goat. The bug 
causing it, Coxiella burnetii, is a small organism, 
larger than a virus but smaller than a bacterium 
and very infectious to humans 

So infectious is it, that it is included in the list of the 
10 most likely biological weapons, along with 
Anthrax, Smallpox, Ebola Virus etc. A successful 
biological weapon does not necessarily kill the 
victim: in fact if you can have a person sick and 
debilitated for a long time (months to years) you 
take both the sick person and his/ her carers out of 
the system. Q fever does this very well as the 
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newly infected person will often be sick with fever, 
severe headache, muscle pain and weakness, 
nausea, chills and sweats, for up to several 
months. In some people this is followed by up to 
10 years of weakness, exhaustion and more. If 
you are really unlucky you end up with permanent 
heart damage. The only two good things about it 
are that people rarely die from it, and it does not 
seem to be transmitted from human to human. 

Why should we worry? Obviously, because 
anybody who has been on the goat culls, slitting 
open abdomens will have been potentially 
exposed to the bug. 

What to do?  The tricky thing with this bug is that 
once you have been infected, you are never clear 
of it. 50% of infections develop the disease signs, 
and the other 50% develop life-long immunity. 

However, the bug just remains hidden in the body, 
apparently in the bones, out of reach of the 
immune system. 

There is a very good vaccine that protects for life; 
however, one must not be harbouring the bug for if 
so, the vaccine can set off an acute reaction. 

Therefore, anyone contemplating Q fever vaccine 
must be tested for prior exposure to the bug before 
having the vaccine. This test is a skin and blood 
test. A positive result signifies one has had prior 
exposure to the disease, has developed immunity 
and must not be vaccinated. If one has a negative 
test result, the vaccination can go ahead. 

Not every doctor is accredited to conduct the 
testing and vaccination, so you need to enquire. 

Act now to protect yourself-don’t wait until you get 
sick from Q fever. 

 Andrew D", 

What people say about us 
 How H&C volunteers make life safer for 
rock wallabies  
 
Excerpted from p.13 of Australian Wildlife 
Conservancy’s “Wildlife Matters” summer 
2009/10 edition. Go to: ww.australianwildlife.org/ 
to see original article with illustrations 
 
“At Buckaringa Wildlife Sanctuary, in the central 
Flinders Ranges, AWC protects an important 
colony of the endangered Yellow-footed Rock-
wallaby. The Rock-wallaby is declining across its 
range as a result of competition from feral 
herbivores (goats, rabbits etc) as well as predation 
by foxes. We face two important conservation 
questions at Buckaringa: (1) Are goats having an 
impact? (2) By how much do we need to reduce 

the goat population to render their impact 
insignificant? 
Significance for management: 
We need to know how many feral goats need to be 
removed to produce an increase in the population 
of Yellow-footed Rock-wallabies. The answer is 
important because feral animal control gets more 
difficult, time-consuming and expensive as their 
densities are lowered. In other words – what is our 
target for the feral goat population; how much will 
it cost us and what “return” will we get in terms of 
an increase in the Rock-wallaby population? 
Methods: 
With the help of the Sporting Shooters 
Association,(ie H&C-ed) we have implemented a 
regular and sustained goat control program since 
2006. In 2008, we studied how Yellow-footed 
Rock-wallabies used the landscape after feral goat 
densities had been reduced, and compared these 
data to home range information gathered in the 
early 1980s (when goats were not controlled). To 
describe Rock-wallaby movements, we fitted GPS 
radio-collars that take location fixes at a set 
frequency. The data is stored within the collar unit, 
and is retrieved when the collar drops off the 
animal at the end of the unit’s battery life. 
Research outcome: 
Rock-wallaby home ranges in 2008 were much 
smaller (one tenth of the size) than the 1980s 
estimate (see map 
http://www.australianwildlife.org/images/file/WMSu
mmer0910.pdf.)  
We believe this difference arose because Rock-
wallabies were able to find their food close to their 
rocky refuges when goat densities were low, rather 
than having to forage far out into the low-lying 
surrounds. This meant that the Rock-wallabies 
spent much less time in open areas where they 
are exposed to predation by foxes. Reduced 
competition from goats and reduced predation by 
foxes probably both underlie the substantial 
increase in the Buckaringa Yellow- footed Rock-
wallaby population observed in aerial surveys 
carried out since the late 1990s. 
Implementation: 
The significance of the research is that it 
demonstrates what level of goat control is required 
to ensure the survival of Rock wallabies. The initial 
knock-down of almost 1000 goats in 2006 took an 
investment of 0.5 man-hours/goat; this has been 
followed by a cull of an average of 418 goats per 
year, and an investment of 1.3 man-hours/ goat, 
almost three times the effort involved in the initial 
knock-down because goats are rarer in the 
landscape. 
By maintaining a consistent effort of about 420 
man-hours in goat control each year, we are 
maintaining goat density at a level that has 
allowed an increase in the population size of 
Yellow-footed Rock-wallabies. Over the next few 
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years, we will continue to collect data on goat and 
Rock-wallaby population size to further refine our 
understanding of the relationship between these 
two competitors, particularly under different 
climatic conditions. AWC is also exploring the 
opportunities for regional goat control programs 
with other partners; this could help to reduce goat 
densities further, or achieve a similar outcome for 
a smaller investment.” 
 
       Finding one’s way 
If you want to revise your map and compass skills 
go to the following websites: 
http://landnavigation.org/download.aspx 
http://www.cammenga.com/pdf_assets/CAMM_US
_ARMY_FIELDMANUAL.pd (US Army issue 
lensatic compasses) 
http://adunk.ozehosting.com/MapsAndDatums.htm
l(how to read maps, employ GPS, for 
bushwalkers) 
  Report a Camel 
If you see a feral camel, we want to know about it! 
Please log your camel sighting on Ninti One’s new 
interim website for the Feral Camel Management 
Project, www.feralcamels.com.au on the special 
‘Report A Camel’ page. The Project tackles the urgent 
need to lessen the impact of feral camels in remote 
Australia on biodiversity, wetlands, water holes and 
sites of cultural value to Aboriginal people, 
infrastructure and personal safety. 
There are at least a million feral camels in remote 
Australia and their population is doubling every nine 
years over an area of around three million square 
kilometres. They cause more than $14m worth of 
damage to infrastructure and livelihoods each year. But 
it’s a vast area and we need every pair of eyes we can 
get focused on the task of identifying camel numbers 
and locations. Over to you, camel spotters. The new 
feral camel project website has a wealth of interesting 
information about the camel menace and our plans to 
control it. This interim site is very simple and we are 
developing a bigger and better one for launch later this 
year. 
 
Big Game Rifle Club Forming 
We are starting a Big Game Rifle Club in South 

 Australia, and inviting interested parties to join. 
We now have in principle support from the SSAA and 

 SAPOL to use the SSAA main range at Monarto. We 
 still have to apply for this formally as well as the 
 registration of a properly incorporated club to SAPOL 
 and SSAA (SA). 

For more detail contact David Handyside on 
 0418820470 or  bingfield@chariot.net.au or Chris G. 
 vicepresident@hunt-cons.asn.au 0407 608 858 

 
FOOT PROBLEMS 
This may be a bit personal for some, but after many 
years of applying various expensive creams, powders, 

and liquids to my feet, buying new socks, drying them 
out in the sun inside-out, etc, etc in an effort to get rid 
of tinea/athlete’s foot, I seem to have stumbled on a 
simple, cheap, “natural”/“organic” solution. This 
consists of dipping one’s feet in a saturated salt solution 
– ie. put salt into some warm water until no more will 
dissolve. Stand a foot at a time in a shallow filled 
bucket while you dry after your shower – a few weeks 
of this seems to work. 
Kaz H 
 
Nominations for Council 
Now’s the time to put all the ideas for club 

 improvement that you expressed in your survey
 responses into action, by nominating for your  

seat on H&C Council (frequently referred to as 
 committee.) 

Write a short resume of the skills and experience you 
 would bring to Council, your ideas for improvement 
 and change and submit by 29 August to George S @ 
 h&cnews@hunt-cons.asn.au

George S 
 
NESSCI Range Days 
There has been a trial of Range days at North 

 Eastern Security Shooters’ 100 metre Range at 
 Tea Tree Gully in order to cater for those for whom 

Monarto is too long a hike. 
To date attendance has been good, despite 

 forecasts of inclement weather. 
(There is a shed for shelter, should it rain, and the 

 height of the walls of the 100 metre range reduces 
 the force of any winds.) 

If you would like H&C to negotiate with NESSCI  
Committee for continued access to this range, 

 please speak to George S, Chris G. or Gil H. 
George S 
 
Fox Drive Sunday June 27th 

A fox drive has been organised for Sunday June 
 27th at Tungkillo east, 

Meet at Borthwick Road, some 4 kilometres east 
 of Tungkillo township at 10-30 am. 

Dress is warm wet weather gear, Shotguns only 
 (BB shot) and carry firearms permit. Family and 
 friends welcome. 

Snack provided at end of drive. 
Graham H. 83375388 
 
Policy Reminder re “Poaching” 
Complaints have been made to Council that 

 members have returned to properties first 
 accessed during an H&C activity in order to “
 poach’ that property for own use.  

It is a condition of H&C membership that 
 negotiation for future access to a property  

is to be done only with the  knowledge and 
 consent of local coordinator and Council. 

George S for Council 
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 Activity Reports 
Activity: Onkaparinga River NP 
Date:  31 March 2010  
Coordinator: Kaz H   
Attending members: 17  
Animals taken: Goats 10, Dbl/W sheep 10  
Comments: More members required for 
next activity. Olive trees still numerous. 
Great appreciation of Friends of Onka River NP 
   
Activity: Bimbowrie C/R    
Date:12-15 April 2010   
Coordinator: Phil J   
Attending members: 10   
Animals taken: Goats 24,Cat 4,Rabbits 113  
Comments: Recent rains scattered goats 
Vegetation recovery was looking good. 
Two Junior members attended this activity. 
Rabbits were found through the area 
 
Activity: Boolcoomatta C/R    
Date: 12-15 April 2010   
Coordinator: Phil J   
Attending members: 4   
Animals taken: Goat 1, Rabbits 44  
Comments: Country in good condition 
due to recent rains.   
Rabbits were found throughout the area.  
A great time had by members. 
 
Activity: Range Day (Monarto)   
Date: 18 April 2010   
Coordinator: Kaz H   
Attending members: 33   
Comments: Two membership renewals  
 + two new members.   
Number of Accreditation qualifying shoots -  
results with Gil H   
Good number of juniors (6+)  
 
Activity: Gawler Ranges N/P   
Date: 6-13 February 2010 Coordinator: Rick F 
Attending members: 10   
Animals taken: Goats 214, Rabbits 2  
  
Activity: Karte & Peebinga C/P  
Date: 2-4 March 2010 Coordinator: Evan R  
Attending members: 4   
Animals taken: Goats 33   
Comments: Goats very wary, in small groups of 3-12. 
Many foxes sighted 
  
Activity: Brookfield C/P   
Date: 14-16 March 2010   
Coordinator: Brian W. Attending Members: 6 
Animals taken: Goats 19, Fox 1, Rabbit 5  

Comments: Low numbers of goats taken due to heavy 
vegetation. Fox and Rabbit numbers low.  
  
Activity: Gluepot    
Date: 19-22 March Coordinator: Phil.J  
Attending Members: 4 Animals taken: Goats 101 
Comments: Members worked hard for goats taken and 
previous experience contributed to the high percentage 
of goats sighted and taken by the team on the reserve. 
 
Activity:FFPP 
Date: 12-15/02/10 
Coordinator: Kaz H. N.De P.(DEH) 
Attending members: 8 
Animals taken: BCR fox baiting 
Comments: 91mm rain removed from BCR rain gauge. 
 
Activity: Range Day Tea Tree Gully 
Date: 11 April 2010 
Coordinators: George S. Chris G. 
Attending members: 18 
Comments: Good attendance for first trial of new range,  
Particularly so, given forecast of inclement weather, 
and Gun Show on same day. 
 
Activity: Range Day Tea Tree Gully 
Date: 23 May 2010 
Coordinators: George S., Chris G. 
Attending members: 13 
Comments: Again threat of bad weather, but quarry  
protects from wind. 
Next Range day here: August 29th. 
 
Share the experience 
If you have photos on CD of recent activities, bring 
them along to general meetings for screening. 
Photos of country where culls conducted are of 
interest to those who’ve been there before and 
instructive to those who haven’t and may help 
them when deciding on gear to buy for trips. 
Dead animals seldom make good subjects for 
photography, but pictures showing country before 
culls started and today would remind us of who we 
are and why we do what we do. 
George S 
 
Subsidy for First Aid Courses 
Members are reminded that H&C Council will give 
members who successfully complete an 
accredited First Aid course, $100 towards cost of 
course. 
NATIONAL JUNIOR CHALLENGE 
Rimfire Field Rifle and Rimfire 3 Position 9th & 10th 
October 2010 Venue:  Springvale Range – 
Melbourne, Victoria ,370 Dandenong Road, 
Springvale opposite Sandown Racecourse for 
more details contact: president@ssaasa.org.au
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